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Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission
280 Slater Street, P.O. Box 1046, Station B
Ottawa, ON K1P 5S9
 
Dear Sir/Madam
 
Please find this letter as support for the 
renew its Nuclear Power Reactor Operating Licence for the Bruce Nuclear Generating Stations 
(NGS) A 
year licence will allow
investment
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energy in 
to provide a substantial contribution to clear
 
Framatome’s
demonstration of being a world
electricity
electricity supply mix has led to a reduction in 
a healthie
 
Our companies history as 
to 1958, 
building, maintaining and advancing the global nuclear fleet. 
manufactures and installs components and fuel for nuclear power plants and offers a full ran
of reactor services. With 14,000 employees worldwide, Framatome’s expertise helps its 
customers improve the safety and performance of their nuclear plants and achieve their 
economic and 
 
Framatome’s Canadian operations are structured to r
energy market and serves as the Framatome world
are able to provide
with a goal of bringing value 
collaboration.
to Bruce Power
since become a rooted operation in Kincardine, supporting industry, community and 
development. 
strive to increase 
of staff and contractors at the Framatome Kincardine office reside in Bruce, Grey and Huron 
County.  
 
Our relationship with Bruce Power as a local 
international player in the nuclear energy market allows us to bring our global experience to 
support their operations, but also allows us to 
continuous improvement 
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conducted business with transparency, thereby buildin
continues
openly shares company facts through a variety of media outlets and through the Bruce Power 
Visitors’ Centre. 
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neighbouring communities on an ongoing basis. As an active partner, Bruce Power invests
local communities by supporting programs
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the local communities, while 
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Involvement as well as utilizing Canada
including investing in equipment and long
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goals and commitment. Combining excellent local vendor relationships 
employment rate 
local economic growth.
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communities. As such, Framatome employ
experienced staff. Recognizing Bruce Power’s successful student development and training 
models, Framatome acknowledges that students are an important part of the company’s future. 
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Framatome offers a number
office has experienced great success with various levels of co
school, college, university and apprenticeship students. Such investment in young, local talen
helps to ensure a successful operation is maintained in the future, both internally and industry
wide. 
 
Bruce Power works carefully to cultivate its relationship with local Indigenous communities by 
establishing excellent working relationships with membe
community sponsorship opportunities and supporting Indigenous social and cultural programs.
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